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Rival meat slicer model

157 22 Joined Jan 2, 2018 There seem to be plenty of these vintage Rival 1101 meat slicers for sale online on auction sites. Made mostly of metal, they look like the home slicers I remember seeing on folks kitchen counters back in the 60's and 70's. If someone here has this specific metal Rival 1101 slicer or a close variant, could you please share your thoughts? My loving spouse is rather reluctant to slice
using my beautiful Victorinox chef's knife or my Messermeister granton edge carving knife. And I could use the help sometimes Thanks to everyone here as always. Don. 283 111 Joined Mar 8, 2018 Before I bought my Berkel commercial slicer, I found one of those on Craigslist for $35. Talked them down to $25. The best I can say for it is that it is metal, does slice (if the meat is semi-frozen) and easy to
clean. But it wasn't something I would want to use more than 2X a year. The slicing action was not very secure and I just didn't like it much. I also had a serrated edge on the blade, with made it impossible to sharpen myself. And I couldn't slice my bacon because the tray was to small. I would rather use my 14in granton slicer than the Rival electric. Without knowing how much you're going to slice, I would
recommend getting something more on the commercial-upper prosumer level. Maybe getting a cut resistant glove for the off hand would make your spouse feel like it is okay to use the granton slicer. 11,130 5,859 Joined Sep 15, 2012 I use an old oyster slicer that my parents had in the 70's. It does the job(s) I need it to do. Although I only use it a few times a year. Other then it being plastic it breaks down
nicely and fits in a kitchen drawer. Chris 157 22 Joined Jan 2, 2018 Thank you all. What I needed to know. Don. Walmart Protection PlansMost items come with a limited manufacturer’s warranty. The addition of a Walmart Protection Plan adds extra protection from the date of purchase. Walmart Protection Plans cover the total cost of repair, or replacement, for products, as well as covering delivery charges
for the exchange.Walmart Protection Plan options and pricing can be found on the product page, as well as in your cart. Go towww.walmart.com/protectionto see all the coverage offered for each product. You can view your Walmart Protection Plan after your purchase in the Walmart Protection Plan Hub.Product warranty:1 YearsWarranty Information:Service Instructions: 1. Do NOT attempt to repair or
adjust any electrical or mechanical functions on this unit. Doing so will void the Waranty. 2. If you need to exchange the unit, please return it in its original carton, with a sales receipt to the store where you purchased it. If you are returning the unit more than 30 days after the date of purchase, please see the enclosed Warranty. 3. If you have any questions or comments regarding this unit's operation or
believe any repair is necessary, please write our Consumer Service Department or visit our website at www.rivalproducts.com Rival c/o The Holmes Group, Inc. Consumer Service Dept. 13052 JURUPA AVE. FONTANA, CA 92337 ONE (1) YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY SAVE THIS WARRANTY INFORMATION A. This Warranty applies only to the original purchaser of this product. B. This Warranty applies
ONLY to repair or replacement of any supplied or manufactured parts of this product that, upon inspection by The Holmes Group, Inc. authorized personnel, is shown to have failed in normal use do to defects or material or workmanship. The Holmes Group will determine whether to repair or replace the unit. The Warranty does not apply to installation expenses. C. Operating this unit under conditions other
than those recommended or at voltages other than the voltage indicated on the unit, or attempting to service or modify the unit, will render this WARRANTY VOID. D. Unless otherwise proscribed by law, The Holmes Group shall not be liable for any personal injury, property or any incidental or consequential damage of any kind resulting from malfunctions, defects, misuse, improper installation or alteration of
this product. E. All parts of this product are guaranteed for a period of 1 year as follows: 1. Within the first 30 days from date of purchase, the store from which you purchased the product should replace this product if it is defective in material or workmanship (provided the store has in stock replacement.) *If you intend to assert any claim in connection with the product, please follow instructions in paragragh
F. 2 Within the first twelve months from date of purchase, The Holmes Group will repair or replace the product if it is defective in material or workmanship, subject to the conditions in paragraph F. If you have any other problem or claim in connection with this product, please write to our Consumer Service Department. G. IMPORTANT RETURN INSTRUCTIONS. Your Warranty depends on your following
these instructions if you are returnin the unit to The Holmes Group, Inc. 1. Carefully pack the item in its original carton or other suitable box to avoid damage in shipping. 2. Before packing your unit for return, be sure to enclose. A. Your name, full address with zip code and telephone number. B. A dated sales receipt or PROOF OF PURCHASE. C. A check for return prepaid shipping and handling, and D.
The model number of the unit and the problem you are having. ( Enclose in an envelope and tape directly to the unit before the box is sealed.) 3. The Holmes Group recommends you ship the package U.P.S. ground service for tracking purposes. 4. All shipping charges must be paid by you. 5 Mark the outside of your package. Rival c/o The Holmes Group, Inc. 13052 JURUPA AVENUE FONTANA, CA
92337. This Warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may have other rights which vary from state to state. The provision of this Warranty are in addition to, and not a modification of, or subtraction from, the statutory warranties and other rights and remedies contained in any applicable legislation. To the extent that any provision of this Warranty in inconsistant with any applicable law, such provision
shall be deemed voided or amended, as necessary, to comply with such law.Already purchased your product? A Walmart Protection Plan can be added within 30 days of purchase.Click here to add a Plan. Model 1030v slicer rival manual Please see links below for instruction manuals or consumer. types: slicer - category: home garden > kitchen, dining bar > tools gadgets > slicers > item: rival meat slicer
deli stainless 1030v. and can handle any type of. rival electr- o- matic. asked by l on 19 answers. qr code link to this post. 7 out of 5 stars 803. electric food meat rival thickness slicer v2 model adjuster partsadjuster ( parts) electric slicer v2 thickness food model rival meat rival manual food slicer 1000/ 2 blade housing & crank handle replacement parts rival manual food - $ 29. " rival food slicer blade. ultra
sturdy power unit with easy to remove slicing parts for cleaning. view & download of more than 312 rival pdf user manuals, service manuals, operating guides. if my model matches yours, or if you have model 1030v, let me know and i can list the parts of the slicer( s). for additional products to go with your commercial slicer parts, check out our categories of meat slicers, chicken slicer parts, and cheese
cutter parts. you will receive a rival electric food slicer model 1030v meat cheese tested works w original box. rival manual meat food slicer sliding tray replacement part model 1000/ 2. the avantco sl309 9" manual gravity feed slicer model 1030v slicer rival manual features a compact design that' s ideal for small operations where space is at a premium! 1) 1 product ratings - rival 1030v/ 3 spiked pusher
replacement part electric deli meat food slicer c $ 32. we also have installation guides, diagrams and manuals to help you along the way! the use of attachments not recommended or sold by rival may cause fire, electric shock or injury. vintage salter manual meat food slicer made in holland. thickness adjustment knob( on back of unit) 3. electr- o- matic : $ 35. rival electr- o- matic food slicer, stainless, model
1030v, works good vtg. the manualsonline team has found the manual for this product! find only 100% genuine oem foodservice parts with same day shipping on all in- stock items when ordered before 8: 00pm et. qxd 5/ 18/ 05 1: 47 model 1030v slicer rival manual pm page 5 know your slicer 1. i obtained this from ebay for a good price. vintage rival food slicer model 1030v/ 5 this was a gift many years
ago. rival kitchen utensil 1030v and 1101e. the very basics of manual hm- 743 - rival® hand mixer instruction manual · 1042- wn - rival® folding food slicer manual · cn- 742 - rival® electric can opener instruction manual. rival food slicer 1030v/ 5 - $ 50 ( southern nh) < image 1 of 5 > condition: excellent make / manufacturer: rival model name / number: 1030v/ 5. large food tray locks on track for smooth
gliding. if you' re wondering where to buy meat slicer parts and accessories, we have a large selection of meat slicer parts and accessories for sale at the lowest prices. rival kitchen utensil 1030v and 1101e a pdf of the rival slicer manual | manualsonline. used a couple times to see how it works. made of chromed steel, the slicer weighs approximately 12 lbs. rival parts - manufacturer- approved parts for a
proper fit every time! on/ off switch using your slicer how to assemble: 1. the avantco sl309 9" manual gravity feed slicer features a compact design that' s ideal for small operations where space is at a premium! a pdf of the rival slicer manual. the little manual cites a customer relations department phone:. rival protect- o- matic and electr- o- matic food slicer models 1030v*, 1025v, 1101e*, rival manual slicer
models 1000, 10 and other brands and models with rubber feet ( part numberthat screw into the bottom of the unit to keep it from moving around and scratching the work surface. a pdf of the rival slicer manual a demonstration of the use and safety of a rival model 1030v food slicer. rival electric food slicer model # 1101e/ 5. slicer is complete! razor sharp 7 blade. rival® we truly appreciate your patronage,
but we are no longer selling our products on this website. 100% oem parts for every commercial kitchen. the numbers i called were ( kansas city, with parts and service being. it is very hard to find this rival model with the original box! it is in excellent condition, the 7 1/ 4 inch blade is sharp. need the original manual for the rival meat slicer 1101e4. 1- 16 of 108 results for " rival food slicer parts" chef' schoice
s610012 multi- purpose non- serrated blade for models 607, 607e, 609, 609e, 610, 6102, 615, 615a food slicer, 7- model 1030v slicer rival manual inch, silver 4. the rival 1101e- 2 is a heavy- duty professional meat and cheese slicer that is no longer manufactured. rival chrome meat deli cheese slicer model # 1030v/ 7 with vacuum hold down in mega real super nice condition with this big 7 & 1/ 8" stainless
steel ultra sharp blade. slow cooker, kitchen appliances user manuals, operating guides & specifications. shop slicer blades for rival equipment. very easy to use. gourmia gms9280 mini slicer pull string manual food processor with bowl & removable blade, durable bpa free food safe material. rival food electr- o- matic vtg. model 1030v 6 rival electric food up for your consideration as those in the know say is
a rival model 1030v 6 electric food slicer. green hot pot manual 4071- c - rival® 32 oz. < br> < br> this 9" slicer is constructed of top quality aluminum for durability and ease of cleaning, and features a built. it is in very good to like new condition like most all of my parents possessions. find owners guides and pdf support documentation for blenders, coffee makers, juicers and more. looks lightly used. at
sears partsdirect. this would make a great gift or to use for yourself. vintage rival meat slicer in action. it' s great for slicing vegetables and processed meat, making it a good fit for small delis, coffee shops, sub shops, and small restaurants. 79 chrome thickness guide rival electric meat food slicer model 1101e/ 4 + screws. adjustment plate 2. 8” cautions and suggestions. rival electr- o- matic food slicer,
stainless, model 1030v, works good vtg rival chrome electric meat cheese food slicer model 1101e/ 7 runs smooth euc $ 39. perhaps one of those numbers can help. will make paper thin minute steaks or cheese slices. rival food slicer instruction and idea book. rival electric food meat slicer 1101e/ 3 & manual meat slicer motor runs smoothly and strong! model 601 universal slicer blade sharpener guide for
chef’ schoice slicers for other brand slicers, see text above. describes parts and use of rival 1030v and 1101e food slicers; plus a few recipes. slicer has normal usage wear and pitting ( see pics) knob that fits on back of blade is also included with slicer see pic# 12 this knob is wrapped in bubble wrap inside box ( do not throw away bubble wrap til you make sure you have. beverage 4071- g - rival® 32 oz.
sharpener configuration slicer model number blade diameter model a disc in the low position model b disc in the high position 610, 620, 625, 630, 632, 640, 645, ” 8. product attributes: brand= rival, model= 1030v/ 6, sku=, mpn= 1030v- 6, types= slicer. rival 1042w electric food slicer, white kitchener 9- inch professional electric meat deli cheese food slicer, stainless steel blade, 150 watt chef' schoice
s610012 multi- purpose non- serrated blade for models 607, 607e, 609, 609e, 610, 6102, 615, 615a food slicer, 7- inch, silver. completely adjustable slicing with easy crank adjustment. make offer - vintage rival model 1101e stainless steel electric food slicer with manual book rival electric adjustable meat/ cheese food slicer - model 1030v/ 2 c $ 93. vintage rival electric food slicer 65301 model 1030v 2
chrome plated 120 volt. shop for the latest products on rival- meat- slicer- parts from thousands of stores rival electric slicer model 1101e 3 made in usa, vintage rival slice crafter meat chefmate compact electric 9” manual meat slicer gc9, globe deli meat. original owners manual included. rival 1030v/ 6 slicer description 1030v 6 rival electric food slicer. downsizing and don' t need to hang on to it anymore.
manualsonline posted an answer 11 years, 8 months ago. this item was pre- owned and used. shop online and parts ship today! vintage rival electric food slicer 65301 model 1030v 2 chrome www. this video is a demonstration of the use and safety of a rival model 1030v food slicer. rival 1030v- slicer small appliance parts - manufacturer- approved parts for a proper fit every time! rival electr- o- matic food
slicer, stainless, model 1030v, works good. free kitchen appliance user manuals, instructions, and product support information. read more 1 Follower Comments
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